Vw mk3 golf

As Mk2 Golfs have risen in value, attention has naturally turned to its generally less-loved
successor. With cars changing handsâ€¦. With cars changing hands for as little as a few
hundred pounds, the third-generation Golf makes plenty of sense â€” as long as you know how
to sort the nuggets from the nails. And while some may feel this Golf has lost its edge there are
plenty of ways to tighten up the ride and add a few more horses as Mk3 Golf parts are readily
available. With a reputation for being bombproof, the Mk3 is great to work on at home and what
you lose in raw chuck-ability you gain in terms of safety and overall comfort. They are few and
far between in the UK now. Their values are typically less than the hatchback unless it has the
VR6 engine, in which case there is an argument to pay a premium for its rarity. The Vento much
like the Jetta before it was designed with rectangular headlamps, which offers a slightly
different face to the front of the vehicle. One of the best things about the Mk3 Golf is that it
came with a far greater choice of engines than either of the early models. The GTI once again
came in both 8v and 16v guises, only this time the block has been enlarged to 2. Arguably the
pick of the bunch is the bahn-storming VR6, fitted with a 2. The four-pot petrol engines are
strong and reliable if looked after, so quiz the owner about maintenance and ask to see the
history file. The 1. Make sure that the GTI idle is smooth; if it runs rough then the Mk3 Golf idle
stabilisation valve is likely to be at fault. The 8v item is available quite cheaply, the 16v is a far
more costly genuine-only replacement. The VR6 engine has a pair of timing chains rather than a
cambelt so any rattle should be viewed with suspicion. Golf Mk3 Coil packs are prime
candidates for causing flat spots or misfires, the good news is we sell these and many other
ignition parts for Mk3 Golf. When it comes to buying a Golf Mk3 with as diesel engine aim for a
Turbo model if you can. The non-turbocharged examples produce a measly 64bhp, which feels a
little lacklustre in this heavy hatchback. They tend to be pretty bulletproof though, so problems
should be few and far between. Manual gearboxes are fairly reliable, but worn bearings can be
an issue on the high milers. As with all manual transmission cars, if the clutch pedal has no
bite, or slips when pulling away on a hill you could be in for a relatively big bill, in comparison
to the cars purchase price. On the plus side, if you are handy with the spanners, you could
contemplate fitting a Golf Mk3 clutch kit yourself. A quick mention in case you stumble across a
Golf Mk3 Syncro. These cars were more popular in Europe than the UK, but are now fairly
sought after. Fitted with 4 wheel drive, they are a great winter hack, but also a fantastic base for
a big power build. Mk3 Golf suspension struts have a habit of failing around 80,miles, so check
the service book and give the front end a couple of pushes to see how they react. If the car has
been lowered ask as to the method, and the previous owners choice of Golf Mk3 suspension kit.
If the tail end feels a little too lively around bends then the Mk3 Golf rear axle bushes could be at
fault. The tried and tested front discs and rear drums configuration is fine for the standard
models, while the more performance-orientated Mk3s such as the VR6 have all-round disc
brakes and are even simpler to maintain. If yours is fitted with ABS then check the dash light
comes on when the car is started and goes out again a few seconds afterwards. Check the
wheels for signs of curb contact, and give the tyres a once over too. Wheels are easily
interchangeable across the VW range. Always ask if the vehicle has locking wheel bolts , and
where the key is. Areas to check include the tailgate, the metal around the windscreen and
where the front wings meet the sills and the wheel arches â€” those plastic wheel arch trims
and side skirts are notorious for holding moisture. Under the bonnet, check the chassis leg
under the battery tray as well as the strut towers. Finally, check the doors close properly. Being
on the weighty side means hinges can droop causing the entire door assembly to sag. Worn
seat bolsters, shiny steering wheels and bust glovebox hinges are all par for the course inside.
Cloth Recaro seats are arguably the pick of the bunch mimicking the standard cloth finish but
sporting an embroidered logo along with larger bolsters on the fronts, and the rears equipped
with a pair of headrests. If the vehicle has been fitted with an aftermarket alarm, have the seller
show you that everything works. Make sure the factory immobiliser is behaving itself, along
with the previously mentioned ABS dash light. The motors and regulators that operate the
electric windows can fail so check that they perform on cue. If the car has Air-Con then
fantastic, just give it a test, if it has traditional blowers then ensure all settings are functional.
The good news is that Mk3 prices have yet to firm up in the way they have for the Mk1 and more
recently the Mk2. Unsurprisingly, the VR6s cost the most. A good standard car will, in time be
worth more money. Having said that, if you like the modified style or want to go fast and look
cool there are some bargains to be had for sure. Best of luck in your quest to find your perfect
Golf Mk3. Hopefully, our tips above will help you out and save you from buying a shocker.
Check out our car parts website here Your email address will not be published. Skip to content.
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published. It was launched in mainland Europe in August , [2] in the United Kingdom in

February , [3] and in North America in the spring of The delay in North America was due to
Volkswagen 's decision to supply U. Quality control problems led Volkswagen of America to
reject Golfs and Jettas from Mexico; shortly thereafter labor unrest at the plant delayed
production there even further. The third-generation Golf and Jetta first appeared in North
America as models in the San Diego, California area and in Canada, then in the autumn in the
rest of North America as models. The Mk3 Cabrio replaced the Volkswagen Cabriolet , which
continued the original Golf until , although the original Golf, sold as Rabbit in the United States
and Canada ceased sales in The Mk3 Cabrio continued until the model year, when Volkswagen
replaced it with a convertible version of the Volkswagen New Beetle. Like the previous two
generations, it was supposed to be built at the TAS factory in Sarajevo , Bosnia and
Herzegovina. However, when the car was first released, the Yugoslav War broke out, leading to
the destruction of the factory. Thanks to this, TAS went bankrupt in This meant it was the only
Golf before the Mk4 not to be built in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Mk3 was sold in Japan
alongside the Polo, where both vehicles were in compliance with Japanese Government
dimension regulations that encouraged sales. A UK advert featured the Bluebells song Young
At Heart which resulted in a 4-week spell at Number 1 thanks to the popularity of it. The GT
variants included a 2. It was facelifted in mid for non-euro markets with the front, rear, and
steering wheel styling from the Golf Mk4 while still maintaining the body from the Mk3 Cabrio.
These Cabrios are often referred to as the Mk3. Although a failed project, this should have been
the highest performance, 4WD model with a HP turbocharged cc engine, carbon fiber and kevlar
shell, and a full roll cage. It was supposed to be able to win the World Rally championship in
The prototype can be seen at the Volkswagen museum. A valve version of the third-generation
Golf GTI was introduced in The engine was enlarged to 2. While less powered than the VR6, it
was still relatively popular with driving enthusiasts in Europe, because it offered similar power
without the thirst or tax burden of a 6 cylinder. From its launch, all versions of the Golf came
with fuel injection, to meet EEC requirements that all new cars sold in member countries from
January must come with fuel injection or a catalytic converter. Non-catalyzed models were also
built for those markets where there was no interest in them; power outputs were the same as for
the catalyzed models. Also offered was a naturally aspirated version of the 1. Airbags were first
offered on the Golf in , and from anti-lock brakes were standard across the range. The Golf Mk3
was also available in "Ecomatic" form. It was powered with a diesel engine and a clutchless
manual transmission. The vehicle would freewheel by opening of the clutch as soon as the
accelerator is released, and the engine was switched off after a further 1. Restarting the engine
simply required depressing the accelerator pedal. There was also a limited production run of
around "CitySTROMer" vehicles, mainly sold to the German market, which were fully electric
vehicles, incorporating six lead-acid batteries in the engine bay, and a further 10 underneath the
luggage area. The vehicle could be filled with a small amount of diesel to provide heat for the
cabin. As had happened with the Mk1 and Mk2 , the Mk3 remained available in US for a year
after it was discontinued in Europe The Mk3 continued to be produced for the model year where
it was sold in North and South America. These Mk3 cars were the last produced in the world and
sold alongside the Mk4 in showrooms. Volkswagen produced a limited quantity of
special-edition 3 and 5-door GTI Anniversary models, celebrating 20 years of the GTI model.
This had the usual GTI specification but came equipped with special chequered Recaro front
sport seats and matching rear seats bearing the GTI logo, red seat belts front and rear,
half-chromed and leather golf ball gear knob, red stitched leather steering wheel and handbrake
gaiter. The release knob on the hand brake was also red and silver instrument dials. Floor mats
also had red piping along their edges. The red theme continued externally with a red striping on
the bumpers and red brake calipers. Also featured were brushed stainless-steel rear twin
tailpipes on the exhaust and smoked front fog and indicator lamps to match the rear lamps.
Insurance was based on the standard GTI which made this version a very desirable model. The
edition was sold in only 6 colour schemes and the number figures that were produced was as
follows; 8 valve models, 16 valve models and TDI models. The diesel model was only produced
for the European market and was not sold in the UK. Unfortunately many of the models fell into
the UK company car and lease market prior to the second-hand market and its believed only a
few hundred still survive. However, another factor in the rarity of Mark 3 Golfs, unlike the
excellent build quality of the Mark 2, at least in the UK, is the very low quality steel sourced by
VW on some occasions, and used across the range, from entry model to VR6. According to
independent mechanics and parts specialists, and MOT testers, the floorpan, both door sills,
and rear hatch can suffer severe rot and disintegration, and anybody planning to buy one is
advised to check for rot, and holes and patches to the floorpan. The Gold Otmar Alt is a limited
cars were built edition version of the Golf. It featured various artworks from the artist Otmar Alt
and a fully customized interior with the same graphics. As the name suggests, the Golf Highline

was the high end, premium version of the Mk3 Golf, and it shows that with a full leather interior,
wood accents and a "Highline" sticker on the trunk. The Golf Coast was a Cabrio-exclusive
limited edition and it featured the "Coast" graphic on the trunk. Just like the name, it was the
sporty version of the Golf 3, which also featured a "Sport Edition" sticker. Just like the "Edition"
edition of the Golf 4 Variant, it came packed with special features and the "Limited Edition"
graphic on the inside step with a similar font. It had the full Kamei kit and a "Kamei Edition"
badge on the grille, offset to the right side. It came in two colors Ginster Yellow and Jazz Blue. It
also had matching stitching on the steering wheel and shifter, special 17" Borbet rims and a
special shiftknob. It featured a leather interior with signed seats and a sticker representing 3D
ball breaking the glass on the rear window. The GT based edition had a special front lip, rear
bumper extenstion and a special grille, besides the rear badge. This regular Golf 3 received the
GTI bodykit, together with the "Orlando" alloy rims and a small trunk spoiler. It also featured a
custom interior with a unique fabric design. Was a highly limited edition made in only 5 colors
and a few of each produced. They featured a leather interior matching the outside color and the
Color Concept badge. It was just the regular Golf MK3, but only with a custom sticker and a few
other minor differences. The Golf Harlequin model began with a group of four cars, each
carrying a Design Series emblem, created by Volkswagen to display on the international auto
show circuit. Basing the design on an earlier Volkswagen Polo Harlequin special edition, the
Golf Harlequins were created in four variations, by taking four solid color models and
interchanging the easily detachable doors, hood, hatch, grill, fenders and bumper fascias â€”
after final production at the Puebla, Mexico assembly plant where all the Harlequins were
manufactured. The interchangement of colors â€” Tornado Red, Ginster Yellow, Chagall Blue,
and Pistachio Green â€” was not random, but followed four defined assignments, with each
pattern avoiding adjacent major panels sharing the same paint color. The resulting Harlequins
were designated by their 'base' color, the paint color of the welded panels comprising the core
body â€” including the substructure, roof and C-pillar. Following a positive response to the
original four Harlequins, Volkswagen marketed an additional 60 â€” followed by another In a
series of follow up letters to various entities at Volkswagen, the total number of Harlequins is
reported variously from , all offered solely for model year , in the United States, Canada, [10]
and Mexico â€” with most marketed in the United States. During the s, Volkswagen sponsored
three high-profile rock bands' European tours, and issued a special-edition Golf, with distinctive
exterior markings, for each: the Golf Pink Floyd Edition , the Golf Rolling Stones Edition , and
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